THE ULTIMATE BRITISH
NATURAL STONE

roofing
flooring
cladding
paving
aggregates
mosaics

We have a stone for every application
internally and externally.

Millions of years in the making... from the heart of the lake district
Burlington’s highly-skilled stone
engineers craft a diverse range
of luxurious and signature British
natural stone products that exude
the ultimate in opulent quality
and permanence.

Using a natural stone source laid down in the English Lake District
over 450 million years ago, inspiration comes in the form of
standard product lines and truly bespoke pieces, and is limited only
by the imagination.
With the inclusion of the Kirkstone Brathay Blue / Black, Kirkstone
Sea Green and Kirkstone Silver Green, the colour range offers eleven
sumptuous stones. Burlington’s product offer is unique as it offers only
the highest quality British natural stone, engineered and processed
by skilled British craftsmen with nearly 175 years of experience to give
you the ultimate interior and exterior finishing statement.

Colours
& Quarries

KIRKBY STONE

BURSTING STONE

BROUGHTON MOOR

BRANDY CRAG

BRANDY CRAG SILVER

ELTERWATER

BAYCLIFF LORD

BAYCLIFF CAULFEILD

Kirkby Stone
An even blue grey colour throughout,
which was formed in the Silurian period, some
300 – 350 million years ago.
Bursting Stone
An olive green stone, often highlighted by
contrasting veins which emphasise its natural
origins. Its rich, dark contrasting olive green
tones create subtle colour changes.
Broughton Moor
A mid green stone, often highlighted by
contrasting white veins and beautiful tone
changes that reflects its natural origins.
Brandy Crag
A grey stone, often highlighted by contrasting
veins, which emphasise its natural origins.
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Brandy Crag Silver
A silver grey natural stone, that exhibits softer,
lighter tones and shades than Burlington’s
Brandy Crag stone.
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Elterwater
A pale green stone with often contrasting
markings, emphasising its origin from the
Ordovician period, and is thus 450 – 500
million years old.
Baycliff Lord
An oatmeal coloured limestone with dark
cream markings and was formed in the
Carboniferous period over 250 million
years ago.
Baycliff Caulfeild
A buff coloured limestone with light coffee
mottling and was formed in the Carboniferous
period over 250 million years ago.
Kirkstone Sea Green
A green stone created from metamorphic
volcanic activity some 450 million years ago.
Kirkstone Silver Green
A silver green stone with strong natural
markings and a broad range of shading.
Kirkstone Brathay Blue /BlacK
A blue black stone, characterised with a fine
golden thread.
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kirkstone
sea green

Finishes
& Textures
The colours shown are indicative only.
Tile, cladding, worktops or any specific product
choices should be made after reference to specific
samples. The uniqueness of Burlington natural
stone means colour tone and markings can change
as a consequence of its extraction from different
stone seams and the finish carried out to its surface.
Note: Not all finishes are available in all colours.

kirkstone
silver green

kirkstone
brathay blue / black

A	Gritblasted
A high-pressure airline projects coarsegrained abrasives, giving a regular non
slip finish.
B Flame Textured
Heat and water combine to
achieve a regular textured finish.
C Honed
A smooth finish with a slight sheen,
produced by using a polishing head.

D Spot Textured
The top surfaces of sawn slabs are
pneumatically tooled to produce a
pitted surface.
E SANDED
The top surfaces of sawn slabs are
coarsely diamond sanded to produce
a non slip finish.
F	Line Textured
The top surfaces of sawn slabs are
pneumatically tooled to produce
a grooved surface.

G	 Riven Cleft
A finish in which the stone is split
along its natural cleavage plane.
H waterjet
A similar finish to honed but with
greater slip-resistance.
J	 Polished
A smooth high gloss finish, produced
by using a polishing head.
For limestone only.

ISO 14001
EMS 573812

Visit our showrooms
south lakes
Burlington Slate Limited
Cavendish House Kirkby-in-Furness
Cumbria LA17 7UN

LONDON
Burlington Slate Limited
The SCIN Gallery Morelands
25-27 Old Street London EC1V 9HL

T +44 (0)1229 889 661 F +44 (0)1229 889 466
e: sales@burlingtonstone.co.uk
USA
Burlington Natstone Inc
2701 West 15th Street Suite 505 Plano TX 75075 USA T (972) 985 9182 F (972) 612 0847
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